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Writers who refer to dominance and alpha behaviour in dog training are basing their message on outdated and now disproved
theory (Steinker, 2007a). Schenkel’s studies (1947), upon which the alpha theory is based, were seriously flawed. In developing
the dominance theory Schenkel was observing and passing judgment on unnatural behaviour. The studies were of unrelated
wolves who were forced to live unnaturally with each other in artificial, captive surroundings (a 1940’s zoo environment) for
many years. In this environment the unacquainted wolves did form dominance hierarchies with alpha, beta and omega animals
and, in this situation, the dominance labels were appropriate (Mech, 2000). Basing observations on these living arrangements
would be like “…trying to draw inferences about human family dynamics by studying humans in refugee camps” (Mech
1999). Unfortunately, based on Schenkel’s work, and later championed in the dog training books written by the Monks of New
Skete, the alpha theory has persisted and “…the prevailing view of a wolf pack is that of a group of individuals ever vying for
dominance but held in check by the alpha pair” (Mech, 2000).
Professor David Mech from the Wildlife Department of Minnesota University and founder of the International Wolf Centre has
spent more than 40 years studying natural wolf packs. He has shown that this prevailing view re dominance is false. In the wild,
the typical wolf pack is “…a family with the adult parents guiding the activities of the group and sharing group leadership in a
division-of-labor system” (Mech, 2000). The alpha male and female are simply the breeding pair within the pack (family) (Mech,
1999), not the aggressive pair holding the others in check. Alpha wolves rarely use physical violence to communicate their
position. Hierarchies within a pack are intended to reduce conflict, not cause it. Conflict does not promote harmony and harmony
is needed for survival. In fact, it is the beta, or status-seeking wolves that are the most aggressive in the pack, as they constantly
battle for higher position. So, if we apply ill-founded, captive wolf-related social dominance theory to our dog training and use
physical methods we in fact communicate our position - one of a status seeker with little control. With regard to the concept of
people acting like pack leaders, Coppinger & Coppinger (2001) say “Since dogs came from wolves, dogs should behave like
wolves, think like wolves and respond to wolf like signals. But dogs can’t think like wolves because they do not have wolf
brains. We descended from apes but we don’t behave like them and we don’t think like they do. We are a much different animal
than the apes in spite of our common genetic ancestry. The same is true of the dog and its ancestor”.
Following his research into Dingo packs, Laurie Corbett (1985) presented a paper to the Ecology Society of Australia stating
“Wild dingoes, therefore, can be tamed but not domesticated. Should humans determine and selectively breed certain standards
and characteristics for dingoes, they will cease to be dingoes. A domesticated ‘dingo’ is not a dingo but just another breed of
dog”. By analogy, the same reasoning can be applied to dogs. Man has domesticated and changed many wolf traits in order to
create hundreds of breeds to suit his purposes. We can no longer continue to treat our domesticated canine pets as if they are
wolves – they simply are not. Scientific research certainly demonstrates this (Wilkes 2006). Wilkes says “The odds that your dog
is perfectly wolf-like are slim. This can lead to dramatic problems when you try to speak wolf language with your dog. While your
Chow Chow may be missing the particular gene that allows him to understand why you are shaking him roughly by the scruff, he
may still possess the gene that tells him to snap at your face”. You flirt with danger when you try to apply wolf-like dominance
struggles. You may well be able to control your large dog with your pure physical strength but what about other members of the
family or guests in your home? If your dog is used to confrontational relationships with humans, can you be sure that that
confrontation won’t occur with a small child or an elderly relative?

Why dog trainers took up the dominance myth with such alacrity is a mystery. Steinker (2007b) believes it probably says more
about the darker side of human nature than it does about any reliable scientific evidence.
So how then should we train our dogs? We could follow the ideas suggested by proponents of the dominance theory and continue
subordinating both puppies and dogs by alpha rolling them, scruff shaking them, staring at them, holding them down whilst they
struggle, suspending them above the floor, growling at them whilst they squirm helplessly out of fear and distress or by dangling
them at arms length until they stop trying to dominate us, until we are happy that they have been “dominated” or “subordinated”
(as recommended in an article entitled “The Alpha Factor”). All these things we are at liberty to do, despite it showing a
“…human lack of sensitivity to social signals that underlies much of our misunderstanding of what canine social behavior is
about” (Spector, 2001). If we do, we are suffering from a phenomenon known as “belief persistence”. This phenomenon
describes the maintaining of a strongly held belief even though evidence has totally discredited that belief (Davies, 1997). Sadly
many dog trainers are still held by this phenomenon. Yes, training can be achieved using dominance and subordination; but at
what cost to the human animal bond? “There is evidence that aversive stimulation (including positive punishment and negative
reinforcement) damages any reinforcement history with your dog and may cause stress or aggression via counter-control”
(Steinker, 2007a citing Sidman 2001).
O’Heare (2003) suggests dominance “…should not just be a theory void of empirical data (unsubstantiated), while it is bandied
around by dog owners and so called professionals to justify the harsh treatment of pet dogs”. Those who have continued to seek
knowledge and follow the scientific research as it relates to pet dog training now know that there is another way (operant
conditioning/positive reinforcement) and it has nothing to do with dominance. What proponents of positive reinforcement training
are saying, based on scientific research and a great deal of common sense, is that building a bond of trust and respect with our
dogs does not depend on domination or subordination. Training should be a symbiotic relationship between humans and dogs
(Spector 2001).
Modern training now focuses on the control of valuable resources and positive reinforcement training methods, rather than
physical violence. But does it work? From Sydney University comes this statement “Analysis of the efficacy and psychological
impact on training techniques has brought about welfare improvements primarily by enabling trainers to select regimes that
work, inflict no harm, mentally engage the animal and consequently put an end to the aggression-punishment-aggression cycle
that may stem from punishment-based training. Improved training also strengthens the human/canine bond and therefore has a
secondary effect by reducing relinquishment to pounds.” (Curl 2004).
A really important aspect here is the mental engagement of the dog. A dog that is afraid of consequences will offer no behaviour
of his own. A dog that is positively reinforced for good things will volunteer behaviour to be rewarded. The mental engagement
of the dog is paramount to learning. We all know that if we are disinterested, scared or threatened, our ability to learn is reduced.
Hiby’s work for the Universities Federation for Animal Welfare (2004) surveyed 600 dog owners in the UK who trained using
either aversive methods, reward based methods or a combination of both and included such behaviors as house training, chewing,
stealing objects, sitting, coming, heeling and leave it. She concluded “…although the most effective technique varied according to
the specific training task, for NONE of the tasks was a punishment based method most effective”. Hiby states “Furthermore,
dogs trained using only reward based methods were reported significantly more obedient than those trained by other means,
identifying reward based methods to be the most effective overall training method.”
O’Heare best sums up the situation when he states “By setting up a paradigm or model in the owner’s mind that someone should
be the leader, we imply that someone else should not be, and it can simply sow the seeds of an adversarial relationship that can
cause damage to the relationship between owner and dog…My preference is to simply focus on behavior, avoiding any talk of
dominance…They are not necessary and they can lead to misunderstandings. (Owners) should be advised to take every
opportunity they can to train the dog, using the principles of positive reinforcement for desirable behavior and preventing
reinforcement of unwanted behavior. People who impose a power-struggle view on their relationship will see exactly what they
impose; this is a no-win scenario. Simply train the dog” (O’Heare, 2007)
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